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ERWIN'S GREATEST GAMBLE Commander Erwin has finally come to a decision: Putting their

own wealth and position ahead of the survival of humanity, the royal government is no longer fit

to lead. To execute their leader's most audacious plan yet, Eren and Krista will have to put

themselves in peril yet again, and Armin, Mikasa, and the rest of the Survey Corps will have to

turn from humanity's guardians into traitors. If they fail this time, they'll face not a Titan's gaping

mouth, but the gallows...



Oswaldo V., “"Erwin's Greatest Gamble", Indeed!. This 14th installment of Attack on Titan is the

2nd volume of the so-called Uprising arc, in which the main players deal with a government

that shows no signs of relenting. This tends to be polarizing as titan-slaying (one of the series'

main attractions) is on the back-burner in this volume, which irks some fans. However, there is

much more to the AOT universe as several characters note in this volume, like: political

intrigue, enigmatic royalty, a force potent enough to take on the Survey Corps, plans gone

awry, and a fateful reunion. An absolute must-read for the AOT fan!”

sammy &�0�ÿ�0•0�"�ÿ	, “amazing:)). i’ve been a fan of attack on titan for a long time now and I have been

collecting the manga everything’s seems good it came in perfect shape!!”

LKK, “Awesome!. This is an amazing book the story went so deep this time I was finding it hard

to keep up sometimes but that was a good thing. I felt like a lot of the survey corp members

had to make challenging choices that they may or may not have approved of inside. I loved how

Levi had shot the guy from behind the counter it showed how skilled he actually is this book is

well deserving of a 10/5”

Eric C., “Great for anyone that wants to get ahead on whats .... Great for anyone that wants to

get ahead on whats currently available on the TV show. Huge spoiler that have not aired and

probably wont air for a while”

Swirly, “Holy Buckets. For those who are reading this series volume by volume, I feel so bad for

you! Volume 14 definitely ends on one of the biggest cliffhangers thus far!!!But besides that, I

feel like this volume was amazing. We get Commander Handsome's backstory, some Grade-A

action, and tons of emotional drama. Not to mention a big announcement in the beginning of

chapter 57 as well!!(And on a side note: Look at that cover! Erwin's looking like a Gap model,

Hanji looks as flawless as ever, and Levi's being the grumpy little hash brown that he is. 10/10)”

Tais, “AOT. The graphics in this manga go crazy, way better than the shows episode for sure.

This is a reminder to read the mangas and then watch the show.”

Lauren, “JEAN!!!!!!. This was the best book yet! It was full of action. Let's just say I've never

cried over a book until after reading this one. The book was deceitful about jean's "death". That

is where I cried. It showed him getting shot, but in book fifteen, he is still alive. If anyone who

read this paid any attention to the book, right before jean got shot, I noticed Mikasa's wire from

her vertical maneuvering gear was above Jean's head. That was most likely the girl's (that

"shot" jean ) blood. Not jean's.”

Patrick, “Wow!. Oh my god. That was a twist I didn't see coming. So much action. This volume

isn't about titans. Third season of the anime is going to be insane.”

Blueberry, “Very nice. Very nice present for a friend.”

Em, “Great but.... It was great! Great quality and no not in German although there was a cut in

the back cover of the book, looked like with scissor,s not a major thing but still not very good”



Ryan, “Five Stars. much good”

Jordan, “Really good product. The quality is great, and the story is very interesting it has 4

story's in it so it has a good amount of content”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. GREAT BOOKS, EXCELLENT SERIES”

The book by Hajime Isayama has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 643 people have provided feedback.
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